
the range considered. Also the inertialess load capacity is 
underestimated by 10 percent at a value of $ = 0.55. 

Numerical Example. T o demonstrate the range of $ which can 
be encountered using different lubricants, the value of $ for four 
lubricants will be calculated for the following assumed bearing 
conditions. 

h = 0.002 in., U = 50 ft /see, L = 12 i n , h/)h = 2 

The property values are taken from reference [7] and the values 
of 3> are tabulated below. 

Lubricant v, ft=/sec (200 deg F ) $ 
Air 0 .239 X 10 ~3 0 .0464 
Light oil 4 . 6 X 10"6 0 .242 
Mercury 1 X 10" 6 11.1 
Sodium 8.1 X 10~6 1 .37 

The above examples show that the inertia effect for air would 
be negligible while the errors in load capacity for the light oil and 
sodium are approximately 5 percent and 19 percent, respectively. 
The error involved using mercury would be beyond the limit of 
validity of the first order correction which neglects the term 
quadratic in $ in equation (47). 
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D I S C U S S I O N 
P. H. M c D o n a l d 2 

There are a number of papers in the lubrication literature which 
address the question of inertia forces in the fluid lubricant. Dr. 
Snyder properly refers to the investigations of Osterle, Saibel, 
et al., in which the influence of nonlinear inertia terms is investi-
gated in an approximate manner. 

The author is to be commended for producing a more perfect 
analysis of the effect of inertia terms in lubrication theory. I t 
can be inferred that the validity of his results extends beyond the 
particular geometry used in the paper. His analysis is straight-
forward in every way, and gives engineering answers to this vexing 
question of when to account for inertia terms. 

H e has also shown considerable dexterity in the analysis. 
Other authors might wish to avail themselves of the methods 
employed. Further, it is clear that the way has been provided to 
analyze more exotic lubricants with greater inertia! sensitivity. 
Specifically, a second or higher order correction would permit the 
analysis of mercury lubricant. 

- Professor and Head, Department of Engineering Mechanics, 
North Carolina State College, Raleigh, N. C. Mem. ASME. 

It would be very interesting to have the author's comments 
concerning convergence of the series expansions he employed 
foi the stream function, equations (11), (12), et seq. It would ap-
pear that these series are in some fashion analogous to those 
employed b y astronomers under the general classification of 
perturbation theory. Obviously, his 8 is never greater than 
unity, but there is no formal indication that the series obtained do 
in fact converge. Perhaps no statement can be made con-
cerning this, but it seems slightljr unsatisfactory to assume that 
the velocities, for example, at the entrance to the bearing can bo 
so represented. 

M . L u c i u s W a l k e r , J r . 3 

Mr. Snj'der has made an interesting attempt to rigorously 
account for the influence of inertia in the theorj ' of hydrodynamic 
lubrication. T h e Prandtl equation (1 ) which governs both 
boundary-layer flow and slider bearing flow including inertia 
certainly suggests the possibility of studying the latter based on 
mathematical techniques used in boundary-layer flow. In the 
case of boundarj ' - layer flow, the free stream pressure is known 
and if desired, the boundary-layer thickness may be determined; 
whereas in bearing flow, the film thickness is known and the 
pressure distribution is desired. Accordingl} ' , the author ex -
pands the stream function in a Blasius type series similar, 
for example, to the Blasius expansion for flow around a circular 
cylinder. The author should be complimented for introducing 
to the lubrication literature the possibility of this type of series 
representation to account for the influence of the customarily 
neglected inertia terms. However, it must be remembered f rom 
boundary-layer theory that this type of series representation is 
slowly convergent,1 especially when the expansion parameter is 
of order one. This indicates that at the leading edge of the 
bearing, the stream function m a y not be adequately represented 
b y considering only the first two terms of the series expansion as 
the author has done. 

On a more specific basis, the adequacy of the author's represen-
tation can be questioned b y comparing his solution to the perturba-
tion solution of Kahlert [9] for small values of the quantity 3?. 
For $ < < 1, equation (51) m a y be written 

R e £ 

£ * - £ 13 ~ — $ 
£ 70 

ho Iho 
13 Th \hi 
70 

+ 1 

3 Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
4 H. Schlicting, "Boundary Layer Theory," McGraw-Hill 

Company, Inc., New York, N. Y , 1960, p. 154. 

(52) 

(53) 

Book 

Fig. 3 
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where R e = is the bearing Reynolds number. In 
Uhi th,> 

v \L, 
Fig. 3, equation (53) is shown to be in poor agreement with 
Kahlert 's results which should indeed be quite accurate for small 
bearing Reynolds numbers. If the first order inertia, correction 
is thought of in the classical sense, i.e., the sum of all terms linear 
in R e or equivalently in 1/K, then the difference can possibly be 
explained by inspection of equations (19) through (22) . Terms 
beyond C\ in the series will contain linear terms in 1/K. 

Therefore, until convergence properties of this type of series 
representation are established for lubrication analyses, there is 
no guarantee that this investigation offers a "more exact series 
solution" than those of previous investigators. 

The discusser cannot follow the numerical example given un-
less the author intended for the slider length to be 1 in. instead 
of 12 in. Did the author have this intention? 

Author's Closure 
The author wishes to thank Professor M c D o n a l d and M r . 

Walker for their comments. Both authors raise the question of 
convergence of the series employed. In its present form, it is very 
difficult to make positive statements concerning the convergence 
since the J'(tf) functions are not known exactly. I t was recently 
pointed out to the author by Mr. M . L. Walker, Jr., that choosing 
an exponential geometry rather than a linear geometry results in 
linear equations for the /(17) functions so that there is hope of ob-
taining exact solutions to the equations. It may then be possible 
to investigate the convergence problem, and work along these 
lines is currently underway. 

The numerical comparison between the present investigation 

S! S n y d e r 

2.0 

K, V H . 

Fig. 4 

and'Kahlerts analysis, reference [9], as presented b y M r . Walker 
is in error. Referring to equation (51) shows that a factor 13/18 
was omitted b y M r . Walker and that the calculated values 
shown in Fig. 3 should be reduced b y this amount. The correct 
comparison is showm in Fig. 4 and it is seen that the agreement 
is good. For example at /f0//fi = 2.5, the discrepancy is only 7 
percent. 
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